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Summary
This paper considers some of the reservoir variables that affec
severity of channeling and the potential of gel treatments for
ducing channeling through naturally fractured reservoirs. We p
formed extensive tracer and gel placement studies using two
ferent simulators. We show that gel treatments have the gre
potential when the conductivities of fractures that are aligned w
direct flow between an injector-producer pair are at least 10 tim
the conductivity of off-trend fractures. Gel treatments also ha
their greatest potential in reservoirs with moderate to large fr
ture spacing. Produced tracer concentrations from interwell tra
studies can help identify reservoirs that are predisposed to
cessful gel applications. Our simulation studies also show h
tracer transit times can be used to estimate the conductivity o
most direct fracture. The effectiveness of gel treatments shoul
insensitive to fracture spacing for fractures that are aligned w
the direct flow direction. The effectiveness of gel treatments
creases with increased fracture spacing for fractures that are
aligned with the direct flow direction.

Introduction
Some of the most successful gel treatments have been appli
reduce channeling in naturally fractured reservoirs.1-5 Therefore, a
need exists to identify which characteristics of naturally fractu
reservoirs indicate good candidates for gel applications. This
per considers some of the reservoir variables that affect the se
ity of channeling and the potential of gel treatments for reduc
channeling through naturally fractured reservoirs.

Available Characterization Methods
At least three books describe reservoir engineering in natur
fractured reservoirs.6-8 These books concentrate on oil and g
recovery during primary production. In contrast, this paper
cuses on correcting channeling problems during secondary re
ery operations.

Various logging methods have been used to detect and cha
terize fractures~Chap. 3 of Ref. 6, Chap. 2 of Ref. 7, and Chap
of Ref. 8!. These methods must be used with caution since t
usually measure properties at or very near the wellbore. The v
of these methods can be increased if the wellbore is deviate
cross the different fracture systems~i.e., fractures with different
orientations!.

Pressure transient analyses have often been used to charac
fractured reservoirs~Chap. 4 of Ref. 6, Chap. 4 of Ref. 7, Chap
6 through 8 of Ref. 8, and Ref. 9!. Reportedly, these methods ca
estimate the fracture volume, the fracture permeability, and, p
sibly under some circumstances, the minimum spacing betw
fractures. Pressure interference tests can also indicate fractur
entation. In addition to unsteady-state methods, steady-state
ductivity indexes were also suggested as a means to estimate
ture permeability.

Interwell tracer studies provide valuable characterizations
fractured reservoirs, especially in judging the applicability of g
treatments to reduce channeling.10-13 Interwell tracer data provide
much better resolution of reservoir heterogeneities than pres
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transient analysis.14 Tracer results can indicate~1! whether frac-
tures are present and if those fractures are the cause of a cha
ing problem,~2! the location and direction of fracture channe
~3! the fracture volume,~4! the fracture conductivity, and~5! the
effectiveness of a remedial treatment~e.g., a gel treatment! in
reducing channeling. Several models are available to ana
tracer results.13-19

In this paper, we present some simple concepts to asses
applicability of gel treatments in naturally fractured reservoirs—
particular, when channeling occurs between injector-produ
pairs.

Representation of a Naturally Fractured Reservoir
When modeling naturally fractured reservoirs, the fracture s
tems generally have been envisioned as slabs~i.e., one set of
parallel fractures!, columns~i.e., two intersecting sets of paralle
vertical fractures!, or cubes~i.e., three intersecting sets of parall
fractures—two vertical and one horizontal!. Geostatistics have
also been used to describe fracture distributions. In this paper
focus on the column model. For simplicity, assume that a na
rally fractured reservoir consists of a regular pattern of nor
south fractures intersected by east-west fractures~seeFig. 1!. For
a given number,n, of fractures that are oriented in the north-sou
direction ~the y direction!, 2n21 fractures are oriented in th
east-west direction~thex direction!. Fig. 1 illustrates a numbering
scheme for the fractures~specifically for the case wheren511!.
For our base case, one injection well and one production w
were located at either end of the central east-west fracture. A
the distance between fractures was the same in both thex andy
directions.~Later, we will consider wells where the producer
not on the central east-west fracture. Also, fracture spacing wil
varied in different directions.! We assumed that flow through th
rock is negligible compared with that through the fractures a
that the system is incompressible. Furthermore, fractures in thy
direction are assumed to have a conductivity, (kfwf)y , and frac-
tures in thex direction are assumed to have a different conduc
ity, (kfwf)x . A conductivity ratio,R, is defined using Eq. 1.

R5~kfwf !x /~kfwf !y . ~1!

In Ref. 20 two simulators were described~denoted C and E!
that were used to determine pressures, flow rates, and front p
tions when a water tracer, a gelant, or a gel was injected in
fracture pattern. Simulator C assumed that gelant or tracer
injected continuously with a unit-mobility displacement witho
dispersion. In contrast, Simulator E was more sophisticate
allowing injection of banks of gelant, gel, or tracer and also
counting for dispersion of the banks. Simulator E was most us
for systems with relatively few fractures~i.e., with n values of 21
or less!. Simulator C was useful for obtaining relatively rap
results for systems with large numbers of fractures~i.e., with n
values up to 101!.

Tracer Transit Times in a Single Fracture
During a unit-mobility displacement, the time required for a trac
to travel between an injector-producer pair often provides a us
characterization of a fractured reservoir.10-13 Of course, the tracer
transit time depends on a number of variables, including the p
sure drop between the wells (Dp), the distance between well
(L), the number, orientation, and conductivity (kfwf) of the con-
necting fractures, and the viscosity of the fluid in the fractures~m!.
1064-668X/99/14~4!/269/8/$3.5010.15 269
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We use the transit time associated with a single direct fractur
a means to normalize transit times for our fracture systems.
reservoir contains only one fracture~with fracture height,hf! that
leads directly from the injector to the producer and flow throu
the rock matrix can be neglected, the Darcy equation determ
the volumetric flow rate (q):

q5Dpkfwfhf /~Lm!. ~2!

The transit time (t) for a tracer is estimated from the fractu
volume (hfwfLf f) divided byq:

t5hfwfLf f /q5wfL
2mf f /@Dp~kfwf !#. ~3!

Given the fracture conductivity, the effective average fract
width, wf , can be estimated using Eq. 4 ifwf is expressed in fee
andkfwf is expressed in darcy-ft:21

wf55.0331024~kfwf !
1/3. ~4!

Fig. 2 plots expected tracer transit times from Eq. 3 vers
fracture conductivity and pressure drop whenL51,000 ft, m
51 cp, andf f51. As an example, for a pressure drop of 80 p
Fig. 2 predicts a transit time of one day for a 1,000-ft-long fra
ture with a conductivity of 1 darcy-ft.

Fig. 1–Plan view of an injector-producer pair in a simple natu-
rally fractured reservoir.

Fig. 2–Transit times through a single 1,000-ft-long fracture.
270 R.S. Seright and R.L. Lee: Naturally Fractured Reservoirs
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Although the above analysis provides a simple and use
means to roughly estimate tracer transit times, one should re
nize that dispersion affects the profile of produced tracer conc
trations versus time or volume throughput. For example,Fig. 3
~from Ref. 13! shows field results from two interwell tracer tes
that were performed before and after application of a gel treatm
in a limestone reservoir. For both tests, a slug of radioactive tra
was injected over a short time period, but the tracer was produ
over the course of 140 days. In both cases, the first tracer
produced only four days after tracer injection into a well that w
450 ft from the producer. The peak concentration was obser
after 10 days for the tracer study before the gel treatment and
37 days for the study after the gel treatment.

Using tracer results, Testeret al.11 considered several method
to estimate the volume associated with a fracture channel. T
suggested that the best estimate of the volume of a fracture pa
provided by the modal volume~i.e., the volume associated wit
the peak concentration in the produced tracer distribution!. For
example, in Fig. 3, the peak concentration during a tracer st
before the gel treatment was noted about 10 days after tr
injection. Based on other information provided in Ref. 13, abo
20% of the production rate of 550 BWPD was attributed to t
well where tracer was injected. Thus, the estimated volume of
dominant fracture path was 0.23550310 or 1,100 bbl.

Testeret al.11 noted that other volume measures could be
termined from the tracer curves. However, they observed
these volumes are weighted to overestimate the fracture volum
most circumstances.

If dispersion during flow through a single fracture~with no
leakoff! was caused only by laminar mixing, a tracer would fir
arrive at the end of a fracture after injecting two-thirds of o
fracture volume.22,23 In the examples shown in Fig. 3, trace
breakthrough occurred at 40% and 11% of the times~and vol-
umes! associated with the peak concentrations. These results
gest that considerable dispersion occurred in the field examp
Also, the tracer bank should completely pass after injection o
few fracture volumes~i.e., a few thousand barrels!. Instead the
tracer profile was dispersed over 140 days~'70 fracture vol-
umes!. This dispersion reflects the range of pathways from
injection well to the production well.11,13 Early tracer production
reflects the most rapid pathways, while late tracer production
dicates long or circuitous pathways, dead ends, or possibly ch
cal exchange in the reservoir.11,13 As will be evident in the next
section, a wide range of pathways are available in naturally fr
tured reservoirs.

Transit Times in a Fracture System
Simulator C was used to determine times required for a trace
travel from an injection well to a production well in a natural

Fig. 3–Interwell tracer results before and after a gel treatment
„after Ref. 13 …. Injection: 250 BWPD; production: 550 BWPD.
SPE Prod. & Facilities, Vol. 14, No. 4, November 1999
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fractured system. These calculated transit times reflect the m
rapid pathways between the wells. In all cases, the ‘‘reservo
looked like Fig. 1. Also, a unit-mobility displacement was use
and a fixed pressure drop was applied between the wells.
transit times from this program were normalized by dividing
the time calculated using Eq. 3.~The time calculated using Eq.
represents the transit time when the system contains a single
ture.! These dimensionless transit times are plotted inFig. 4 for
fracture conductivity ratios,R, ranging from 0.001 to 1,000. Th
number of fractures oriented in they direction,n, ranged from 3
to 101.

Simulator E was used to confirm the results shown in Fig
Similar conditions were applied for both sets of simulations. D
tails of these simulations can be found in Ref. 20. As mentio
earlier, Simulator E considered injection of a tracer bank that
experience dispersion, while the Simulator C only considered c
tinuous tracer injection with no dispersion. For runs made w
Simulator E, the volume of the injected tracer bank was 10%
the total fracture volume of the system.

For the range of conditions examined, Fig. 4 suggests that
transit time is not greatly sensitive to theR or n values. In par-
ticular, we see, at most, a four-fold variation in dimensionle
transit times. These results indicate that tracer transit times
not help much in determiningR or n values in field applications
With increasingn values, the greatest variations occur whenR
51 ~fractures in thex direction have the same conductivity a
those in they direction!. The smallest variations occur whenR is
very large or whenR is near zero.

Incidentally, under our conditions, the dimensionless tran
time is unity whenn<3. When n has a value of 1 or 2, the
y-direction fractures only exist at the injection and/or product
wells. Since no intermediatey-direction fractures are present b
tween the wells to divert the tracer from the centralx-direction
fracture, the transit time is the same whenn51 or 2. For the case
when n53, oney-direction fracture exists exactly half way be
tween the two wells. However, because the pressure is the s
all along thisy-direction fracture~because of its central location!,
tracer flowing through the centralx-direction fracture has no
potential to be diverted into the centraly-direction fracture. Con-
sequently, the transit time whenn53 is the same as whenn51
or 2.

The fact that tracer transit times are not sensitive toR or n
values suggests that transit times can be very useful when est
ing the permeability or conductivity of the most direct fracture.
explain, Fig. 4 indicates that the tracer transit time in a natur
fractured reservoir is usually between one and four times the v
for a single direct fracture~if n<101!. Therefore, if the tracer

Fig. 4–Injector-producer tracer transit times in naturally frac-
tured systems relative to that for a single direct fracture „unit-
mobility displacement, fixed pressure drop, continuous injec-
tion, no dispersion …; „Simulator C ….
R.S. Seright and R.L. Lee: Naturally Fractured Reservoirs
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transit time is measured, that value can be used in Eq. 5~obtained
by rearranging Eq. 3! to estimate the effective fracture permeab
ity ~within a factor of four!:

kf5L2mf f /~ tDp!. ~5!

If kf is known in darcy units, Eq. 6~obtained by rearranging Eq
4! can be used to convert fracture permeability to fracture cond
tivity ~in darcy-ft!:

kfwf51.1331025~kf !
1.5. ~6!

Sweep Efficiency
The sweep efficiency in our model systems can be assesse
comparing flow rates through specific fractures. For example
effective method to judge the severity of channeling is to comp
the flow rate in the most direct fracture with the total injectio
rate. This comparison is made inFig. 5 for R values ranging from
0.001 to 1,000 and forn-values ranging from 2 to 101. They axis
in Fig. 5 shows the flow rate in the most directx-direction fracture
~i.e., the central east-west fracture in Fig. 1! divided by the total
injection rate. More specifically, the flow rate in the most dire
fracture was determined at the midpoint between the two wel

As expected, Fig. 5 shows that the most severe channe
occurs with the largestR values~i.e., when fracture conductivity
in the x direction is much greater than that in they direction!.
When theR values are 0.1 or less, the fraction of flow in the mo
direct fracture is low and nearly independent of theR value—
indicating that sweep efficiency is quite good. Fig. 5 suggests
channeling is generally not severe unless theR value is 10 or
greater.

Fig. 5 also indicates that the severity of channeling through
most direct fracture decreases with increasingn value. Recall
from Fig. 1 thatn is the number of fractures oriented in they
direction, while 2n21 fractures are oriented in thex direction. In
all figures in this paper, the distance between the two wells
fixed. So, as then value increases, the distance between fractu
decreases. For example, ifn511, the distance between fracture
will be 10 times greater than whenn5101.

Fig. 5 suggests a method to make interwell tracer studies us
when assessing theR andn values in field applications. WhenR
is large andn is low to intermediate, the production rate is dom
nated by flow through the most direct fracture. Thus, if a trace
injected continuously, the tracer concentration in the product
well should stabilize at a high value under these conditions. Fi
suggests that if the produced tracer concentration was 90% o
injected value, theR value must be at least 10. However, th
suggestion assumes that our production well is fed only by
fracture system to the left of the producer in Fig. 1. In a natura

Fig. 5–Severity of channeling through the most direct
x -direction fracture; „Simulator C ….
SPE Prod. & Facilities, Vol. 14, No. 4, November 1999 271
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fractured system, we expect a similar fluid supply from a fract
pattern to the right of the producer in Fig. 1. Thus, the expec
tracer concentrations would be half of the values sugge
by Fig. 5. Then, in the example above, if the produced tra
concentration was 45% of the injected value, theR value must be
at least 10.

Similar reasoning suggests that a produced tracer concentr
of 30% indicates that theR value is at least 1 and is probably
least 10. To explain, in Fig. 5, flow through the most direct fra
ture amounts to 60% of the total whenR51 andn52 or when
R510 andn55. Thus, the produced tracer concentration wo
be 30% in a well fed by two identical patterns~i.e., 60%/2!. Ac-
tually, this reasoning is conservative. In naturally fractured res
voirs, fracture intensities are frequently greater than those ass
ated withn55 ~corresponding to an average distance of 125
between fractures if the wells are separated by 500 ft!. From Fig.
5, for a given value on they axis, theR value increases with
increasingn value. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, dispers
during laminar flow in a single fracture is expected to result in
33% dilution.22,23 Therefore, a produced tracer concentration
20% @i.e., (1 – 0.33)330%] generally indicates anR value of at
least 10.

As will be shown shortly, gel treatments in naturally fractur
reservoirs have the greatest potential whenR values are high and
n values are low to intermediate. In searching for a guideline
distinguish when a reservoir meets these conditions, a potent
useful indicator is a peak produced tracer concentration of at l
20% of the injected value. Of course, the potential for a gel tre
ment becomes greater as the peak produced tracer concent
increases above 20% of the injected value. When produced tr
concentrations are low, gel treatments are unlikely to be effect

The above recommendation assumes that a sufficient tr
bank is injected. If the tracer bank is too small, dispersion w
reduce the produced concentrations well below those sugge
here. Of course, retention, degradation, or leakoff of the tracer
also have this effect. Thus, the tracer study must be desig
properly in order for our recommendation to be of value.

WhenR<0.1, we found that the flow rate is basically the sam
through allx-direction fractures, regardless of then value.20 The
sweep efficiency is very high when the conductivity of t
x-direction fractures is much less than that of they-direction frac-
tures. Obviously, no gel treatment is needed in this type of re
voir, since no significant channeling exists.

In contrast, whenR>10, our simulations indicated that virtu
ally no flow occurs through most of thex-direction fractures.20 In
these cases, most flow occurs through the most direct fractur
through fractures close to the most direct fracture.20 Of course,
these are the conditions where a gel treatment is expected to
best.

When R51 ~all fractures have the same conductivity!, our
studies revealed that the flow rate in the least direct fractur
about 20% of that in the most direct fracture.20 @The least direct
fracture is defined as the fracture pathway~s! that follows the outer
boundary of the fracture pattern.# Thus, the sweep efficiency i
still reasonably good, and we suspect that a gel treatment may
provide much benefit.

Fig. 5 was generated using Simulator C. As a check for th
results, simulations were also performed using Simulator E. T
program calculated the tracer concentrations that were prod
after injecting a tracer bank equivalent to 10% of the total fract
volume.

Fig. 6 was generated using Simulator E. This figure plots
produced tracer concentration whenn511 for R values ranging
from 0.001 to 1,000. In agreement with the previous results
conclusions, Fig. 6 demonstrates that~1! the tracer transit time~as
determined by tracer breakthrough! was not sensitive toR value,
~2! produced tracer concentrations were low~less than 10% of the
injected values! when R <1, and~3! peak produced tracer con
centrations were relatively high whenR>10. These conclusions
were supported by results using both simulators.20
272 R.S. Seright and R.L. Lee: Naturally Fractured Reservoirs
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Effect of Plugging the Most Direct Fracture
Ideally, a gel treatment should plug the most direct fracture w
out entering or damaging the secondary fractures. If this gel pla
ment could be achieved, how would sweep efficiency be affect
More specifically, how rapidly would a water tracer travel b
tween an injector and a producer after versus before a gel tr
ment? This question is addressed inFig. 7 for R values ranging
from 1 to 1,000 and forn values ranging from 3 to 101.~Fig. 7
was generated using Simulator C.! The y axis plots the ratio of
breakthrough times, i.e., the transit time for a tracer after the m
direct fracture was plugged divided by the tracer transit time
fore the most direct fracture was plugged.

Fig. 7 indicates that gel treatments have the greatest pote
for reservoirs with highR values and low to intermediaten val-
ues. Gel treatments are not expected to provide much sweep
provement whenR<1.

Diagonally Oriented Fractures
We have focused on fractured systems where one cen
x-direction fracture directly connects the injector-producer pa
How would our results be affected if the fractures were orien
diagonally relative to the wells@e.g., if the production well was
located at position~11,11! in Fig. 1#? In Ref. 20, we demonstrat
that diagonally oriented fractures act like direct-fracture syste

Fig. 6–Produced tracer concentrations when injecting a tracer
bank with n 511; „Simulator E ….

Fig. 7–Effect of plugging the most direct fracture; „Simulator
C….
SPE Prod. & Facilities, Vol. 14, No. 4, November 1999
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with low R values. Careful consideration reveals that diagona
oriented fractures should provide acceptable sweep efficien
and they are poor candidates for gel treatments.

Fig. 8 shows the effects of injecting a 0.1 fracture-volum
tracer bank whenn511 and the producer was slightly off th
direct east–west path. In this case, the injection well was loca
on the centralx-direction fracture, and the production well wa
located one fracture north of the centralx-direction fracture. In
other words, using Fig. 1, the production well was located
coordinates~11,2!, while the injection well was located at~1,1!.
Fig. 8 plots the relative produced tracer concentration (C/C0)
versus dimensionless time forR values ranging from 1 to 1,000
The denominator used to determine the dimensionless time
the same for all four curves. Specifically, the denominator was
same transit time used when determining dimensionless time
Figs. 4 and 6.

For cases where the injector-producer pairs were locate
opposite ends of the centralx-direction fracture, Fig. 6 shows tha
breakthrough times all occurred at dimensionless times around
and the peak-concentration times occurred at dimensionless t
roughly around 2, regardless of theR value. In contrast, when the
producer was located one fracture off center, at~11,2!, Fig. 8
shows that the breakthrough times and peak-concentration t
increased with increasedR value. ~The conductivities of
x-direction fractures were fixed in this study.!

The behavior in Fig. 6 can be readily understood by rememb
ing that in all cases, the centralx-direction fracture had the sam
conductivity. Also, all injector-producer pairs represented in F
6 were effectively separated by the same distance and experie
the same pressure drop. Therefore, we expected the inte
tracer transit time to be fairly insensitive toR value. Recall that
the results in Fig. 4 were consistent with this idea. As mentio
earlier, the tracer transit times provide an excellent means to
timate the permeability and conductivity of the most direct fra
ture ~i.e., using Eqs. 5 and 6!.

The behavior in Fig. 8 can be understood by recognizing t
the most direct injector-producer pathways were slightly lon
~specifically, 10% longer! than those associated with Fig. 6. D
pending on theR value, the resistance to flow added by the ad
tional 10% of fracture pathway could significantly increase
transit time.

Interestingly, the tracer curves in Fig. 8 appear more pea
than those in Fig. 6, but the peak concentration values are fa
similar for the two figures. TheR51,000 case appears to be
slight exception, with the peak value in Fig. 8 being about 1
lower than that in Fig. 6. Simulations using larger tracer ba
revealed that this was a dispersion effect—the peak values fo
R51,000 cases would have been much closer if a 0.5-fract
volume tracer bank had been injected.20

Fig. 8–Tracer curves when injector and producer were located
at „1,1… and „11,2…, respectively; „Simulator E ….
R.S. Seright and R.L. Lee: Naturally Fractured Reservoirs
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Uneven Fracture Spacing
In the work described so far, the distance between adjac
x-direction fractures was the same as that fory-direction fractures.
How would our results change if fracture spacing was differen
the x andy directions? This question is addressed inFigs. 9 and
10. ~Both figures were generated using Simulator C.! In Fig. 9, the
reservoir contained eleven fractures oriented in they direction.
The number of fractures oriented in thex direction varied from 11
to 321. As a reminder, the case with eleveny-direction fractures
and 21x-direction fractures has the same fracture spacing in b
directions~see Fig. 1!. Also recall that the dimensions of the re
ervoir are fixed, so we simply change the fracture spacing
intensity when the number of fractures are varied. The case w
321 x-direction fractures has 16 times greater distance betw
y-direction fractures than betweenx-direction fractures.

Figs. 9 and 10 show the effect of fracture-spacing anisotro
on the breakthrough-time ratio. In both figures, they-axis plots
the tracer transit time after an ideal gel treatment divided by t
before the gel treatment. The gel treatment was ideal becaus
assumed that the gel plugged the most direct fracture with
damaging secondary fracture pathways. In Fig. 9, where the n
ber of y-direction fractures was fixed at 11, note that t
breakthrough-time ratio was remarkably insensitive to the num
of fractures oriented in thex direction.

Fig. 9–Effect of plugging the most direct fracture when spacing
for y -direction fractures is greater than for x -direction frac-
tures.

Fig. 10–Effect of plugging the most direct fracture when spac-
ing for x -direction fractures is greater than for y -direction frac-
tures.
SPE Prod. & Facilities, Vol. 14, No. 4, November 1999 273
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In contrast, in Fig. 10, the number ofx-direction fractures was
fixed at 21, while they-direction fractures varied from 5 to 161
The breakthrough-time ratio was sensitive toy-direction fracture
spacing, especially for highR values. The trends in Fig. 10 wer
similar to those in Fig. 7. This similarity suggests that variation
the spacing ofy-direction fractures was responsible for the sen
tivity to n values seen in Fig. 7. Both Figs. 9 and 10 confirm th
gel treatments have their greatest potential in reservoirs with h
R values~i.e., R>10!.

Why should the breakthrough-time ratio be sensitive to
spacing ofy-direction fractures but notx-direction fractures? The
y-direction fractures provide pathways for an injected tracer to
drained away from the centralx-direction fracture. Thus, as th
spacing betweeny-direction fractures decreases, more opportu
ties exist for tracer diversion from the centralx-direction fracture,
and the transit time increases.

In contrast, the tracer breakthrough time is insensitive to
spacing betweenx-direction fractures. At highR values, flow in
the x direction is dominant through the centralx-direction frac-
ture. Since this fracture provides the most conductive pathw
through the pattern, it determines the fastest transit time.
otherx-direction fractures play a much less significant role.

Areal Gel Front Profiles
How will a gel distribute in a fracture system during a gel tre
ment? In addressing this question, we note that during gel in
tion, the pressure drop in the fracture system is greatest acros
viscous gel bank. For the field applications discussed in Refs.
and 4, a formed gel~rather than a fluid gelant solution! was ex-
truded through the fractures during most of the placement proc
This gel was typically 1,000 to 100,000 times more viscous th
water.24,25 Therefore, in the vicinity of the gel bank, the pressu
differences in parts of the fracture system that do not contain
~i.e., where only water or hydrocarbon flows! are negligible com-
pared to the pressure drops in the fractures that contain gel. T
we assume that the pressure drop is the same from the inje
well to any point at the gel front.

In our analysis, we assume that gel only flows through
fracture network. This assumption is consistent with experime
observations—after gelation, gel does not flow through por
rock.21,24-26We also neglect the effects of gravity during the d
placement of fracture fluids~i.e., water! by gel. This assumption is
reasonable in view of the large viscosity contrast between gel
water. Ref. 25 demonstrated that viscous forces usually domi
over gravity forces during gel placement in fractures. We a
neglect dispersion of the gel bank. This assumption also se
reasonable in view of the large mobility contrast between the
bank and the displaced water in the fractures.

We note that a minimum pressure gradient is required to
trude the gel through a fracture with a given conductivity.21,24-26

Also, once that pressure gradient is achieved, the pressure g
ent required for extrusion is effectively independent of g
velocity.21,24,25These observations considerably simplify the flo
behavior of gels in fractures. If the pressure gradient is below
minimum or critical value, no flow occurs. If the minimum pre
sure gradient is met, gel flow occurs at that pressure gradien

The minimum or critical pressure gradient required for gel e
trusion decreases with increased fracture conductivity
width.21,24,26 This relation is quantified by Eq. 7 for a Cr~III !-
acetate-HPAM gel:20

dp/dl5280~kfwf !
20.58. ~7!

Using the above concepts and observations, we develop
model to determine positions of gel fronts in naturally fractur
systems. In these analyses, the injection and production w
were located at opposite ends of the centralx-direction fracture in
Fig. 1. Front profiles were determined when gel first arrived at
production well. Details of the model and the analyses can
found in Ref. 27.

Based on this model,Fig. 11plots generalized outlines of area
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gel front profiles as a function of the fracture conductivity rat
R. Interestingly, Fig. 11 should be relevant to a wide variety
conditions. Fig. 11 can provide gel front positions independen
fracture spacing between adjacentx- or y-direction fractures.27 In
real reservoirs, we acknowledge that fracture spacings, con
tivities, and orientations will not be as uniform as those cons
ered here. These factors could have an important influence on
placement, so these considerations will be addressed in our fu
work.

To obtain the results shown in Fig. 11, we assumed that
propagation was only affected by rheological effects~Eq. 7! dur-
ing the extrusion process. However, gels can dehydrate or con
trate during extrusion if the fractures are sufficiently narrow.24,26

In fractures with widths less than 0.04 in., gel dehydration c
retard gel propagation by factors up to 40. Since this dehydra
becomes more pronounced as fracture conductivity and w
decrease,24 gel penetration into secondary fracture pathways co
be much lower than otherwise expected.

Gels also require a minimum pressure gradient~i.e., a yield
stress! to enter a fracture with a given conductivity.24 This prop-
erty could also help to optimize gel placement in naturally fra
tured reservoirs. For moderate to large fracture spacing and
tively high R values, gel placement may approach the ideal c
where only the centralx-direction fracture is plugged by gel. In
that case, Fig. 7 can be used to estimate the effectiveness of
treatment for a given set ofR andn values.

Practical Use of Findings
For the practicing engineer, several concepts from this work m
be of value. First, the average width or conductivity of the m
direct fracture between an injector-producer pair can be estim
from the breakthrough time from an interwell tracer study us
Eqs. 3–6. Since the ability of a gel to extrude through a fract
depends critically on the fracture width or conductivity,24,26 this
knowledge is important when selecting a gel for the treatmen

Second, produced tracer concentrations from a properly
signed interwell tracer test can indicate the potential effectiven
for applying a gel treatment. We propose that the potential fo
gel treatment becomes greater as the peak produced tracer
centration increases above 20% of the injected value. When
duced tracer concentrations are low, gel treatments are unlike
be effective. However, results from a poorly designed tracer
can mislead one to believe that a gel treatment has little poten
For example, if the tracer bank is too small, dispersion can red
produced tracer concentrations to very low values in a fract
system even though a gel treatment has excellent potential.

Fig. 11–Generalized outlines of areal gel front profiles.
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In addition to interwell tracer studies, other methods, such
pressure-transient testing, core and log analysis from devi
wells, and seismic methods, can be used to assess the spa
conductivity, and orientation of fractures.6-8,28 If these methods
are used, our work indicates the best candidate reservoirs fo
treatment have moderate to large spacings betweeny-direction
fractures, and the conductivity ofx-direction fractures should be
at least 10 times greater than those of they-direction fractures.

In our future work, we hope to develop a methodology f
sizing gel treatments in naturally fractured reservoirs. Res
from our initial efforts in this area can be found in Ref. 27.

Conclusions
In a naturally fractured reservoir, we define anR value as the
conductivity of fractures that are aligned with direct flow betwe
an injector-producer pair divided by the conductivity of fractur
that are not aligned with direct flow between wells. We also defi
an n value as the number of fractures between an injec
producer pair, where these fractures are not aligned with the d
flow direction.

1. Gel treatments in naturally fractured reservoirs have
greatest potential whenR values are high~greater than 10!.

2. Produced tracer concentrations from interwell tracer stud
can be useful in identifying reservoirs with highR values.

3. We propose that the potential for a gel treatment beco
greater as the peak produced tracer concentration increases
20% of the injected value~for a properly designed tracer study!.
When produced tracer concentrations are low, gel treatments
unlikely to be effective.

4. Because tracer transit times are not sensitive toR or n val-
ues, they can be very useful when estimating the permeabilit
conductivity of the most direct fracture.

5. The effectiveness of gel treatments should be insensitiv
fracture spacing for fractures that are aligned with the direct fl
direction.

6. The effectiveness of gel treatments increases with increa
fracture spacing for fractures that are not aligned with the dir
flow direction.

Nomenclature

C 5 produced tracer concentration, g/m3

C0 5 injected tracer concentration, g/m3

hf 5 fracture height, ft~m!
kf 5 fracture permeability, darcy (mm2)
L 5 distance between wells, ft~m!

Lxo 5 distance of gel penetration along the cent
x-direction fracture, ft~m!

n 5 number of fractures oriented in they direction
Dp 5 pressure drop, psi~Pa!

dp/dl 5 pressure gradient, psi/ft~Pa/m!
q 5 flow rate, B/D (m3/s)
R 5 fracture conductivity ratio defined by Eq. 1
t 5 time, days~s!
u 5 flux, ft/D ~m/s!

wf 5 fracture width, ft~m!
x 5 abscissa
y 5 ordinate
m 5 viscosity, cp~mPa•s!

f f 5 effective porosity in a fracture
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SI Metric Conversion Factors
cp 3 1.0* E203 5 Pa•s
ft 3 3.048* E201 5 m

in. 3 2.54* E100 5 cm
bbl 3 1.589 873 E201 5 m3

md 3 9.869 233 E204 5 mm2

psi 3 6.894 757 E100 5 kPa

*Conversion factors are exact. SPEPF
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